
This paper reviews available theoretical and measured
atomic form factors and incoherent scattering
functions and presents extendethange tables of these
quantities for ~ll neutral atoms Z — 1 to 100. plus
bonded and molecular hydrogen. Integrated coherent
(Rayleighi and incoherent (Compton) scattenng cross
section tables are presented for photon energies
100 eV to 100 MeV. [The SC!e indicates that this
paper has been cited in over 330 pubiicanons.J
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Since the Late 1944k, the Ladiation Theory Group
at the National Instituteof Standardsand Ted~M~
(formerly, the National lureau of Standards (NeSD,
initially under the eaderilsip of Uge Fano ~ld muse
recently under Martin Serger, has been an interna-
tionally recognized source of photon and electron
cross section and transport data. A brief history of
the X-ray data project of this group was presented
in an earlier Citation Ctaedc comentary.’

This paper is highly cited because the presented
data are required as isput for a variety at
radiation-interaction and atontic’plsysics cospouta-
tions needed in diverse medical. enguseering.
scientific, and analytical applications.

This pidilicadon ~aee tu
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eth.,. material hem sev-
eral sources, including previously iaquthllshsd work
by the fifth author, Don Cramer. Don’s earlier atom-
ic form factor papers(see, e.g.. reference 2) have be-

come the standard reteeences for nearly all X-ray
ctvstalloerpohilc stesactuse papers, with the rends that
Don hasleen identified as the most cited ofad phy.-
ice authors.
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Tables based on the molecube hydro-

gesa work at LF. Stewart et a!.,
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another citation-
rate superstar,

3
are also included in this work for

convenience.
Fo, producing tables of X-ray attenuation coeffi.

dents, coherent (Ray1e~s)scattering and incoher-
ent (Con~iton)scattering conspidallore reqtireas in-
put the atomic form factor F(x,Z) and incoherent
scattering function $(e,2), respectively, where x is
a momentum transfer variable and Zii the atomic
number. Also, the latter are required for cesisputa-
tions at the screening effects for electron-positron
pair production in the field of the nucleus and in the
field at the atomic electrons (triplet production), re-
spectively. Pair and triplet production have thresh-
olds at 1.02 MeV and 2.04 Me’l, respectively.

The Cramer (and other available) values only
covered the photon energy range of interest to crys-
tallographers, up to about 30 key for back angles.
liii Veigrie and his assistant Edith Sr4081 persuaded
Don to extend isis calculations to encosaqiass 1 MeV
photons, for a 1973 kan’ian Sciences conspiladon.’

For NIS compilations
7

extendIng well above
1 64eV, to 100 GeV, where “asyngitopia” has essen-
tially been reached, higher energy (corresponding to
higher a-values) Ra,Z) and S(eZ)values are needed.
I used the behavior at the lethe-Levlnger relativistic
K-shell formula to extrapolate beyond 1 64eV the
Cromer-Veigele rionrelativistic values for Z 7 to
100 and the S.T. Irown cenliguratlOn-ititeractlon
values for Z = 2 to 6. Sob liowerton meticulously
checked this pieced-together compilation for usein
the widely distributed livermore, Brookhaven, and
Oak tidge evaluated data sets for reactor shielding
and other clientele.

The S(z,Z)values in this paper, although nonrela-
tivistic, are still the only extended-range systematic
set available for Mgli-ener~yphoton keeraction com-
putation. However, attssition is called to a art at rel-
ativistic Itartree-Fock-Slater modified Ra,Z) values
by D. Schaupp et aL,

5
which should be more accu-

rate than (hose in thu paper.
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